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vivekananda center of new york ny is a temple of universal worship and its teachings are based on the ancient hindu 
principles of yoga and vedanta raja yoga raja yoga as with all of swami vivekanandas writing is in the public domain it 
is however difficult to find on the internet except for a text Vedanta Philosophy: Lectures by the Swami Vivekananda 
on Raja Yoga: 

This Is A New Release Of The Original 1899 Edition Also Pantanjali s Yoga Aphorisms With Commentaries And 
Glossary Of Sanskrit Terms 
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frank parlato jr is a vedic scholar one of the leading authorities in the world on the life and teachings of swami 
vivekananda his work is cited and has been  pdf  biography vivekananda in america tributes teachings parliament 
addresses books swami vivekananda 1863 1902 swami vivekanandas inspiring personality was  pdf download swami 
vivekananda known in his pre monastic life as narendra nath datta was born in an affluent family in kolkata on 12 
january 1863 his father vishwanath datta ramakrishna vivekananda center of new york ny is a temple of universal 
worship and its teachings are based on the ancient hindu principles of yoga and vedanta 
swami vivekananda life and teachings
books by sri swami venkatesanandaji maharaj all about sivananda this book contain beautiful insights into the glorious 
life of gurudev swami sivananda  Free frank parlato jr is a vivekananda scholar one of the leading authorities in the 
world on the life and teachings of swami vivekananda his work is cited and has been  review childhood swami 
vivekananda was born in shimla pally in calcutta on 12 january 1863 he was named narendranath datta his father 
vishwanath raja yoga raja yoga as with all of swami vivekanandas writing is in the public domain it is however 
difficult to find on the internet except for a text 
the divine life society free books on yoga religion
sri ramakrishna math this e book by vivekananda is not a yoga manual but a compendium of vedanta lectures on raja 
yoga published by the baker and taylor co  lectures from colombo to almora 1897 is a book of swami vivekananda 
based on his various lectures after visiting the west vivekananda reached colombo british  textbooks what is vedanta 
vedanta represents the philosophical portion of the ancient scriptures of india the vedas specifically it refers to the final 
portion of the vedic swami vivekananda bengal born narendranath datta was a hindu monk and disciple of the famous 
indian mystic ramakrishna paramhamsa lets have a look at his life 
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